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Entertainment, Tech & Business
On The Set Of Tv Reality Show Dancing War Joins
Delhi-Full statehood in
center’s favor
Delhi, the national capital remains in news for one or another reason. And
the news of confrontation between Delhi government and center is a part of
it. Recently the Delhi government placed the draft of full statehood bill of
Delhi in the public domain for review and suggestions by people of the state.
The bill has been a long pending poll promise of all the major political parties including BJP and Congress. As of now Police, Delhi development Authority
are among the departments that are not under the authority of Delhi government which they feel are important for smooth functioning of the state.
Delhi being at the helm of politics is neither a full state nor the full union territory. The best case for such a situation is that same party has rule in center and Delhi. It was the case in the past. Last time when Sheila Dikshit was
the CM, center had UPA government led by Congress so entire onus was
on one party. But in last two terms, it has
been Aam Aadmi Party in power in Delhi and
center has BJP led NDA. This equation has
led to confrontation. Kejriwal, the CM of Delhi
presented the Bill of full statehood of Delhi
in a press conference with copies of manifestos of congress and BJP. He demanded that it was only apt that BJP supports the Bill from Centre and congress at state level.But, it seems difficult.
Now, with that Kejriwal appears the safest politician as he has done his part
already. If BJP does not clear it through Centre, the allegations of not fulfilling promises will emerge. The excuse of BJP not being in power in state will
not sustain as it is there are higher position and the bill depends on it only.
Now, if the bill is rejected, as many experts speculate, it will be win-win for
AAP as they can take credit of all the development they do in the state but
at the same time leave the blame of unfulfilled promised to center. The major
and overall problem of law and order in the city needs a solution backed by
reforms. And in this AAP can easily target BJP. BJP in reply will find it hard
to answer all the law and order issues and other bigger points that do not
fall in the right-area of AAP. So, even if center-run programs like Jana Dhan
Yojna or Swachh Bharat do well in the Delhi, the credit will go to AAP but if
they fail, the blame will go to Centre. This entire scenario will help AAP politically as it is looking to have footprints in Punjab and Goa next year. The
way AAP is taking the matter of bill rejection and arrest of their MLAs, it is
more political. At ground level, their schemes like Mohalla Sabha, Mohalla
clinic, and education loan can give them boost if implemented properly. And
coming MCD elections will help the world know how they are doing. It is also
the apt time for BJP to show that they are supporting the government where
they can so that they can have a boost at local level. Congress while can
only bank on mistakes of BJP and AAP for next test. So, if the Delhi is granted full statehood, it is only in the favor of center as then AAP will have no
point to point finger at center for any mistake at local level. It will also quash
all the allegations of AAP to center of not being supportive with states which
are not ruled by their party.

Editorial

Shanti Dynamite looks smoking hot in
her Dance Trance Music Video

Mumbai : The sensuous and enchanting Shanti Dynamite has given sleepless
nights to her fans & she has undergone a makeover to take Bollywood by storm
as the Item Girl to watch out for ! She is presently in London and will be coming soon to India . Meanwhile, she has dedicated her New Music Single Video
Dance Trance to her Fans Worldwide ! Shanti has dared to challenge the conventional dance forms by adding her extra zing to this Hindi number shot in
London in a dungeon as she appears caged & chained in this Music Video !
This half Punjabi and half Greek hottie is a desirable and voluptuous beauty
who can magnetize anyone and though her real name is Sofia Vasileiadou the
World knows her as Shanti Dynamite who has been voted as amongst the
Asia's Sexiest Women in the World ! Shanti has been every man' s desire and
the envy of most women who wished that if only they could be as curvaceous
and charming as the one and only Shanti Dynamite as she is ready to make
your hearts skip a beat in this avatar ! Shanti is now back with vengeance to
sweep you off your feet in this Dance Trance video Conceptualized, Directed
& Produced by Jovis Music & Squizzle.

A musical "Comedy Nights Live" with
lyricist Faaiz Anwar

The romcom 'Love Ke Funday', a film on today's youth has been produced by
FRV Big Business Entertainment Private Limited by Faaiz Anwar and Prem
Prakash Gupta.The film with music by Prakash Prabhakar & Farzan Faaiz, is
slated for release 15th July 2016. A renowned romantic poet and lyricist of heart
throbbing songs of movies like Dil Hai Ki Maanta Nahin, Saajan, Hello Brothers,
Jab We Met and Dabbang (Tere Mast Mast Do Nain) and Rowdy Rathod (Chikni
Kamar) Mr. Faaiz Anwar along with singer Sukhwinder Singh who has given
superhit songs like Chhaiyan Chhaiyan, Ramta Jogi, Nai Mein Samajh Gayi,
Taal Se Taal Mila, Haule Haule(Rab Ne Bana Di Jodi) to the film industry will
be seen on Colors Superhit Program 'Comedy Nights Live' with Comedy King
Krushna Abhishek and Comedy Queen Bharti Singh on 26 June, Sunday at 10
pm. Now let see how these two music and comedy lovers will create a buzz
for their upcoming comedy film 'Love Ke Funday' and how Krushna Abhishek
and Bharti Singh will make this night humorous and funny?.

Now Pay Their Electricity Bill 'On The
Go' With Vodafone M-Pesa
Vodafone M-Pesa, a unique and innovative Digital Wallet service from Vodafone
that offers Money Transfer, Bill & Utility Pay, Merchant Payments and Business
Solutions, has partnered with the Bengaluru Electricity Supply Company Limited
(BESCOM), offering millions of people in Bengaluru, Davangere, Tumkur and
Chitradurga regions in Karnataka a simple, easy-to-use option to pay their electricity bills instantly. Vodafone M-Pesa offers customers a cashless, secure platform for electricity bill payments with a large network of agents (or CashIn
Points) to enable digitization of money for a cash holding population.

Star Guest Of The Day Music
Director Raj Mahajan

News Highlights :
" Raj Mahajan presented
many participants with promises to work with Moxx Music and
appear in his future music
videos
" Participants were ecstatic
with the break in a music video
" Raj will also extend the
opportunity of singing to Manoj
Bakshi who has shown the brilliance of his acting skills working in movies like Bajrangi
Bhaijan, Besharam etc.
" The upcoming "Rockstar
Ki Khoj - Season 2" was
announced by anchor Santosh
Tandon
" The programme was
judged by talented people like
Raksha Gupta (Nach Baliye
Season 6 fame), Ankan Sen
(winner of Just Dance, Star
Plus) and Pramod Kumar
(famous specially abled dance
choreographer)
" Dollywood, on its way to
Progress and Prosperity
New Delhi : The shooting of 'Top
18' participants of the new dance
reality show "Dancing War" was
completed with great splurge in
Ghaziabad for which audition
were held in many different states
of the country. Thousands of participants took part in the show and
demonstrated their dancing talent,
and the gala-round shoot of the

'Top 18' was filmed at "Silver Line
Public School, Ghaziabad". The
ceremony was star studded with
many of the famous Bollywood
celebrities appearing as 'Star
Guest of the Day' and encouraging the participants including
'Bajrangi Bhaijan' fame Manoj
Bakshi, film 'Dhakad Chora fame'
actor Uttam Kumar, national president of 'Sangam Kala Group'
V.S.K Sood, playback singer
Manoj Jaiswal MJ and famous
music director Raj Mahajan who
provided a great deal of entertainment for the audience and also
promised the top contestants a
chance of working in the music
videos of his production house
Moxx Music which excited everyone.
After this, the energy of the
dancers was worth noticing. Raj
spoke about the close relationship
of dance and music and explained
the importance of rhythm in dance.
Besides the dancers, Raj also
promised to give the choreographers a break in his music videos.
The Chairman of Silver Line
Prestige School, Subhash Jain
also encouraged the participants.
On the set Raj also met with
Manoj Bakshi, who has shown his
brilliant work on numerous occasions in movies like Bajrangi
B h a i j a a n , D o d o o n i C h a r,
Besharam etc. and this meeting

Sesame Street's Galli Galli Sim Sim
reaches 5 lakh children in Rajasthan

Udaipur: Galli Galli Sim Sim, the
popular preschool program has
widespread its reach to 5,00,000
children (4-9 years) on DD
Rajasthan over a year of broadcast. The show is broadcast on
DD Rajasthan on every Friday at
8:00 pm. On an average, 10,000
kids (4-9 years) watch an episode
of Galli Galli Sim Sim on DD
Rajasthan1.
Produced in association with
RedDot Productions, the programme Galli Galli Sim Sim
engages children as it educates
them on important life skills that
enable them to be more school
ready. With generous support
from the Children's Investment
Fund Foundation, each episode
of Galli Galli Sim Sim has multiple segments that are thematically
linked together to address a wholechild curriculum.
Sashwati Banerjee, Managing
Director, Sesame Workshop in
India says, "As India's first educational programme on TV, Galli
Galli Sim Sim has played a pioneering role in imparting high
quality early childhood learning and
providing children with a head start

in understanding and communicating in the world around them.
We believe we have a critical role
to play in making early childhood
education take center stage in India
and by being on Doordarshan, this
takes us closer to our goal."
Richa Sahai of RedDot
Productions says, "Creating content that educates, entertains and
keeps young children engaged is
always a challenge. We have
hopefully succeeded in doing that
through this season of Galli Galli
Sim Sim. It promises to be bigger, brighter, more relatable and
more fun! The segments are varied and crisp and should appeal
to children across all demographics".
Apart from DD Rajasthan, Galli
Galli Sim Sim also broadcasts on
DD National, DD Girnar (Gujarati),
DD Sahyadri and the other Hindi
belt channels of Doordarshan viz
DD Uttar Pradesh, DD Bihar and
DD Bhopal. The show is also
broadcast in South India on Chutti
TV (Tamil), Chintu TV (Kannada),
Kochu TV (Malayalam) and Kushi
TV (Telugu).

lead to a major decision, soon you
will be hearing the voice of Manoj
Bakshi in the new album of Moxx
Music. Later Manoj told, "His
mother always wished Manoj to
work as a singer" and Raj promised
to fulfil this wish of his mother.
Previous to this, Raj Mahajan
has given music in more than a
100 music albums in the past three
years and had been a host to a
TV show by his own name "Music
Masti With Raj Mahajan" in the
year 2015. This talk show was telecast on Disha TV. He also holds
the position of Managing Director
of his company Moxx Music. It is
significant to notice that the songs
of Moxx Music are heard by more
than 5 million people across the
globe every month.

Raj Mahajan is working in
Dollywood (contemporary to
Bollywood) and wishes that the
retreat of talent from Delhi should
be mitigated and artists would be
provided opportunity to showcase their talent in Dollywood
rather than going out in seek of a
breakthrough.
Famous anchors Santosh
Tandon and Pratika Sood entertained the audience all evening.
Santosh Tandon said, "As you are
all aware that the show is being
telecasted on Sadhna TV every
Sunday, where new artists are
given chances. The opportunities
given to dancers by Sir Raj
Mahajan are incomparable and on
behalf of the all team members I
salute and thank him in all earnest-

ness."
The judges of the show, Nach
Baliye-6 fame Raksha Gupta,
Just Dance winner Ankan Sen,
specially abled choreographer
Pramod Kumar and Grand Master
Zakir Rambo encouraged the participants. Through a video, Zakir
Rambo introduced and welcomed
Raj Mahajan. 5 out of top 18 participants were evicted and the
shooting of remaining 13 was
concluded successfully. Let's hope
this proves to be a great platform
for new artists. This show is being
broadcastdc on Sadhna TV every
Sunday afternoon at 1 pm.

Fair & Lovely offers 14 hours long
lasting fairness
Udaipur: Fair & Lovely, the pioneer of skin lightening creams and
face care expert, extends its portfolio by introducing the new Fair
& Lovely Powder Cream. Created
with a breakthrough fairness formulation, the revolutionary product is the perfect blend of brightening powder with fairness cream.
Fair & Lovely Powder Cream
offers an instant and lasting fairness for up to 14 hours while keeping the skin nourished, giving you
a flawless look throughout the day.
The answer to every woman's
beauty needs,Fair & Lovely
Powder cream cuts down the time
consuming ritual of touch ups by
giving you a set look for the whole
day. The product was developed
keeping in mind the need of millions of young Indian women who
spend the major part of their day

outside the house, attending college or travelling which leaves little scope of checking their look
time and again.
There is nothing worse than
having a roller coaster day and in
between checking your look to see
that the glow has completely vanished. You try to overcome dullness by reapplying fairness cream
every 3-4 hours or applying powder on top of the cream to mitigate the oil build-up. Fair& Lovely
Powder Cream gives your skin a
shine-free soft smooth look that
keeps your fairand radiant look
set throughout the day.
Why Powder Cream?
Skip the hassle of constantly
checking your look with the new
Fair & Lovely Powder Cream that
ensures instant & long lasting
fairness for not 1 or 2 but 14 hours.

The unique brightening powder
absorbs oil and the advanced multivitamin creams gives you expert
treatment like fairness,helping
you maintain a long lasting fairness look. Fair & Lovely Powder
Cream blends naturally with Indian
skin tones adding a soft & smooth
glow to the skin, leading to flawless fairness all day long.
Process of applying
Dot the cream across a
cleansed face & neck & gently
blend in.
The new Fair & Lovely Powder
Cream is available at for Rs.55
for 18g, Rs.115 for 40 gm.
So be it the first day in office,
or college, or just a fun outing with
friends this summer, make Fair &
Lovely Powder Cream part of
your daily skin regime.

Vedanta's Silvassa Unit wins 'Chairman's
Business Award'
Udaipur: Vedanta Limited's
Silvassa Unit, which is a part of
its subsidiary Sterlite Copper was
conferred with the Chairman
Business Award for Q1 CY 2016.
The Sesa Value Added Business
of Vedanta's Sesa Goa Iron Ore,
finished a close second.
The teams were presented
with the award last week, by Mr.
Anil Agarwal, Chairman, Vedanta,
for the well rounded efforts of the
unit across a host of measurable
parameters, ranging from Cost of
Production to Sustainability. "The
Chairman's Award is our most
prestigious internal award. It honors the team that best represents
business and sustainability excellence, for other teams to emulate."

- Sunil Duggal, CEO, Hindustan
Zinc & head of the Group
Sustainability Award Evaluation
Committee.
Sterlite Copper's business unit
in Silvassa recorded zero Long
Term Injury (LTI) in Q4 of FY 2016.
Long-Term Injury (LTI) is defined
as an occurrence that has resulted in a fatality, permanent disability
or time lost from work of one
day/shift or more. At the unit, the
use of steel pallets is being implemented instead of wooden pallets as a Go-Green initiative.
Among the many achievements,
the unit logged the highest yearly Cathode Production for FY
2015-16.
T h e S e s a Va l u e A d d e d

Business (VAB), too recorded
zero LTI in all the units of Value
Addition Business in Q4. The
business realized the highest ever
Pig Iron production for the Quarter
and the highest ever Sinter
Production for the Quarter, along
with attaining significant milestones. VAB of Sesa Goa Iron Ore
comprises of the Pig Iron Division,
Metallurgical Coke Division and
the Power Plant Operations. Our
Power Plant utilizes waste heat
and gases generated from Pig Iron
and Met Coke Plants and uses
proprietary environment friendly
met coke making technology to
generate electricity.

Your Kids Can Now Tell You A Story With Colgate Magical Sea World

Udaipur: Colgate-Palmolive (India) Limited, the market
leader in Oral Care, is offering children a unique way to
discover something new every day with the launch of the
"Magical Sea World" offer. Now children can cut, play and
learn to discover a magical sea world by cutting figures
out of a pack of Colgate Strong Teeth toothpaste. This
limited edition offer is now available across retail outlets
in India. The Colgate Magical Sea World offers four interesting themes - pursuing a Treasure Hunt, the fun of fighting a Pirate Ship, the enchanting Coral Reefs or the Sea
Magic with a little mermaid. With more than 15 sea world
characters, these packs will take your child on an adventurous journey into the mystical sea world.
As a parent, one is constantly trying to engage their

children in activities that invoke their creativity, helps them
use their imagination and enables them to create their
own stories. The Colgate 'Magical Sea World' offer was
designed to help hone the child's creativity and keep them
engaged in a fun way.
We reached out to a few mothers to understand their
parenting approach and feedback on the offer and this is
what they said;
"I absolutely treasure the very little time that I get to
spend with my kid in the evening. I believe that co-learning and discovering new things together is a fun way to
teach my kid. Products like the new Colgate's Magical
Sea World offer helps us to spend that fun yet quality time
and explore a whole new world with our kids", shared

Jaibala Rao, mother of four year old Shubya.
Ruby Patel, mother of 10 years Rabaan added, "I encourage my kid to explore new things every day. Learning has
to be a creative process and at the same time engaging.
We both love to spend time making new things and Colgate's
Magical Sea World offer is one of them. He likes to tell
me his stories with the characters and everyday he has
a new story for me. I am really amazed the way he expresses himself through his stories and I just love to sit and listen to him and I could do this all day long."
Colgate Strong Teeth not only ensures superior anti
cavity protection for all families, but with this magical sea
world offer also helps make the child's learning process
fun, interesting and experiential.

